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This essay is focused on (post)subculture and disability, and specifically on punk rock. It aim to extend our understanding both of punk itself and of subcultural theory, adding to ideas around post-subculture by cripping it (see McRuer 2006), that is, by identifying the sounds and styles and bodies of the disabled, who are the neglected already-present of punk, and whose presence disrupts subculture theory, even while such theory exists in large part to understand the disruptive potential of gesture, music, youth, fashion, attitude, and modes of walking and talking. Here I concur with, and seek to develop, the observation by David Church that ‘disability has been one of the most foundational—and yet, one of the least explored—representational tropes of the punk milieu’ (2013, 28). The essay contains two main areas: an initial discussion of subculture and counterculture, in terms of theory and of disability; and a focus on the original British punk scene of the late 1970s and three major artists, varyingly disabled, from it. It concludes with a view of punk’s ‘cultural legacy’ (Sabin 1999) in the disability arts movement. 


From freaks in the counterculture … to the Blank Generation

The analytical version of subculture that interests me was a key aspect of the situated academic project of Cultural Studies in Britain, and involved looking at the operations of youth cultures, especially those with a popular music focus, and a resistant, spectacular or confrontational image (or the construction and reporting of such in the media or by academic researchers). So groups like Teddy Boys from the 1950s and Mods and Rockers, or Skinheads, or Hells’ Angels, from the 1960s became the classic objects of academic interest, as they combined a strict musical taste with specific sartorial markers, and were each involved in relatively high-profile social clashes that were reported in the mainstream media. Because subculture theory developed in the 1970s, with influential books like Stanley Cohen’s Folk Devils and Moral Panic (1972) and Hall and Jefferson’s collection Resistance Through Rituals (1975), its newer scholars began to look at the music and style groupings of their own current era, and punk rock, the most spectacular and confrontational of the subcultures, and absolutely then of the moment, became the object of critical fascination. The relationship between punk and subculture is cemented in the key text, Dick Hebdige’s punk-inflected 1979 book, Subculture: The Meaning of Style which, in many editions, even features a stylized representation of a punk on its front cover. Punk and subculture were announced as new at roughly the same time. 

As interest in subculture theory and subcultures progressed, the ‘looseness’ (Bennett 2011, 497) and limitations of the theory—including its claimed political significance, and questions of the extent to which subcultures were manufactured by the media, or even by nostalgic academics, rather than by new generations of emergent youthful creatives—, and of the figure of the monomusical subculturalist, were increasingly identified. What Andy Bennett calls the ‘post-subcultural turn’ presents a view which is ‘more reflexive, fluid and fragmented due to an increasing flow of cultural commodities, images and texts through which more individualised identity projects and notions of self could be fashioned’ (2011, 493).  The studies of post-subculture would in turn be accused of being over-celebratory and depoliticized (Bennett 2011, 494). I might say that this essay is itself a contribution to post-subcultural studies except that post-subcultural studies has done as good a job of ignoring or denying the cultural identity and significance of disability as did its preceding set of ideas. This may not be a real surprise; after all, if a critical model centralizes the fluidic, temporal and ephemeral qualities of identity, is it not open to the argument that it stands as one more postmodern theoretical confirmation of what Tobin Siebers calls ‘the ideology of ability’ (2008, 8-11)?

From post-subculture, where is disability discussed, if at all? There is barely a mention of disability in an influential book such as The Post-Subcultures Reader (Muggleton and Weinzierl 2003), despite its extensive problematising discussion of a strikingly relevant practice like punk. In a recent special issue of Social Text (2013), entitled Punk and its Afterlives, it seems apparent that the disabled have no afterlife in punk. In its introduction of identity politics to the debate, post-subculture theory seemed stuck, despite its protestations to the contrary, in a fundamentally familiar framework of race, gender, and sexuality (though class seemed often to fall off the edge: see Bennett 2011 critique). Should we not expect to find disability introduced in its body theory, in the context of subcultural deviance, physicality, adornment? In its embracing of body theory, performativity as well as poststructuralist notions of embodiment—the disembodiment that does not mean disability—have tended to be the preferred approaches of the post-subculturalists. So in this essay we may be cripping both subculture and post-subculture. Of course it has taken time for disability studies to penetrate certain fields, and it is a continuing (though increasingly successful) struggle. Yet I do slightly feel that, even when the crips are all around, still the academics (outside the usually self-interest groupings of DS, who are in some way exploring autopathography, or have a family or close connection with disability) can’t see them. Don’t. Won’t. 

We, of course, will.

So, then, what is the relation between subcultures, music and disability? Before discussing this question with regard to punk, we should acknowledge that there has been a little work on the ‘freak’ aesthetic of the 1960s and early 1970s counterculture and its relation to disability, in which the term ‘freak’ becomes ‘a badge of countercultural pride’ (see Church 2006, n.p.): we can think of David Crosby in 1970 singing ‘I feel like letting my freak flag fly’ (Crosby 1970). According to Church, hippies of the counterculture

self-identified as ‘freaks’, exploiting the cultural assumption that freaks threaten mainstream ‘normalcy’ because of their perceived (visual) difference…. The counterculture’s use of the label ‘freak’ served ableist interests by subtly equating freakery with difference and social indecency. This ‘self-made’ freakery merely conflates difference, deviance, and disability by culling the label from earlier, pre-medicalized definitions of freakery as ‘inborn’.… Formation of a 1960s ‘freak culture’ played upon fears about acquired impairments, for it was posited that anyone could become a countercultural freak by adopting radical attitudes, just as any person can potentially acquire an impairment at any time. (Church 2006, n.p.)
From the counterculture, we can see in the early work of someone like Neil Young, from Buffalo Springfield songs on, an engagement with experiences of disability. In particular I have in mind songs such as ‘Nowadays Clancy can’t even sing’ (multiple sclerosis; see McDonough 2002, 124-126), ‘Expecting to fly’ and ‘Mr Soul’ (epilepsy), and ‘Helpless’ (polio) (see McKay 2013).  Also, thinking about cognitive impairment, tropes of rock ‘madness’ and explorations of anti-psychiatry, work by artists from Lou Reed to Pink Floyd signifies (Spelman 2012). Yet the ‘freaks’ and hippies of the Woodstock Generation were also—and debatably more so—the beautiful people, healthy, health-conscious, sexually attractive, sexually available, young, privileged, mobile. I am not entirely convinced of the strength of correspondence between ‘freak culture’ as counterculture and counterculture as freak or disability show, even as we must acknowledge that the liberatory identity politics of race, gender and sexuality were key elements of the counterculture which would in turn importantly help shape the disability movement.

Thus, while the musical performance of a certain freakiness in the 1960s might be said more generally to have veered uncertainly, between Tiny Tim and Wild Man Fischer, for instance, there is an extraordinary proto-punk song—which was released a single, in fact, astonishingly—from that decade’s garage rock scene in the US that anticipates the positionality and attitudinality of punk rock regarding disability. Arguably of course that garage rock scene was an important precursor of punk, and it is in this that we begin to glimpse a sonic version of ‘freak culture’ that, within a few years, would (claim to) transform popular music practice. ‘Spazz’ by The Elastik Band was released in 1967. It’s a fuzzy electric blues, with distorted vocal delivery, a stop-start structure, a naive guitar solo, and lyrics, chorus and title that present us with an abject and confrontational version of the public experience of disability. But not in a good way. (Also, arguably it is lyrically referencing the psychoactive narcotic experience of the counterculture.) The vocal quality of singer David Cortopassi is described by music journalist Peter Lindblad in the language of impairment and abject disease: ‘Mumbling incoherently, as if falling-down drunk or brain-damaged in some way,… garbled, barely intelligible … frothing-at-the-mouth’ (Linblad 2009). Indeed the single’s opening sounds, before the music starts, are two fragments of solitary incomprehensible voice, like a seriously disabled voice (‘Hate to admit it, but that's just me sounding a bit incoherent’, explained Cortopassi decades later: quoted in Paterson 2007.) According to a 2007 interview with Cortopassi, controversy followed the song’s release. 

The Elastik Band really didn’t have an opportunity to play ‘Spazz’ much, even though when it was released on ATCO, things started looking pretty good. About the same time, our manager was setting up a trip to Europe to help promote the release on EMI’s Stateside label. A few days later, we were advised not to go to Europe because if we did, it would be dangerous since people thought ‘Spazz’ made fun of the mentally retarded. People threatened to throw rocks at us when we got off the plane. This was a total surprise to the group (quoted in Paterson 2007)

It is equally extraordinary that ‘Spazz’’s controversial reception should come as any surprise to the group, let alone a ‘total’ one. It seems rather more a precursor to the Blank Generation of mid-1970s New York proto-punk, in which a less quiet, more confrontational, and subculturally spectacular ‘freak culture’ would begin to form and express, making a culture of bodily excess, anger and attitude that really did speak to, of and from certain sectors of the (young) disabled.

	The younger self-styled rebels of punk often sought to distance themselves from the counterculture of the 1960s and its in their view increasingly indulgent and irrelevant music of the early 1970s: Johnny Rotten famously wore a Pink Floyd tee-shirt with the words ‘I HATE’ scrawled above the band’s name, while one Sex Pistols motto, via Situationist artist Jamie Reid, was ‘Never Trust A Hippie’. They did not see or hear in the freaks of the counterculture and their music much if any correspondence with punk’s desires and aims, no matter how inarticulate these even were. Greil Marcus capture the distance between the 1960s beautiful people and 1970s punks by describing what I will call punkorporeality.

The punks were not just pretty people, like the Slits or bassist Gaye of the Adverts, who made themselves ugly. They were fat, anorexic, pockmarked, acned, stuttering, crippled, scarred, and damaged. (Marcus 1989, 74)

And, indeed, arguably inarticulacy was part of the new scene. This manifested itself in the United States in Richard Hell and the Voidoids singing ‘Blank generation’—as opposed to the countercultural Beat Generation of the 1950s and 1960s—so blankly that Hell would leave the word ‘blank’ out in some choruses, voicing tacit a statement of (non-)identity: ‘Blank generation / —— generation’ (Hell 1977), or with the flaunted stupidity of the Ramones, sloganising ‘GABBA GABBA HEY’. In Britain, the third Sex Pistols single was called ‘Pretty vacant’, with a chorus that went ‘We’re so pretty, oh so pretty, vacant’ and ended ‘And we don’t caa-aare!’ (Sex Pistols 1977b). Of course these were in fact each quite clever, even articulate, statements: Hell’s silent contradiction, a considered performance of dumbness by the Ramones, a way for Rotten to bypass acceptable public media discourse (by repeatedly voicing the taboo word ‘cunt’ on the BBC: ‘vay-CUNT’. See Rotten 1994, 239). Dave Calvert writes about punk’s ‘anti-aesthetic’ and its appeal to the disabled (in his context, those with learning disabilities): 

punk theatricality offers further opportunities to reflect on and respond to the socially marginalised position of people with learning disabilities, not least because an impression of learning disabled identity had already been placed inside this particular anti-aesthetic. Vacancy informs punk’s anti-aesthetic stance by enacting a response to social orthodoxy in which, Dick Hebdige observes, ‘alienation . . . gave itself up to the cameras in “blankness”, the removal of expression’. (Calvert 2010, 518-519)

Musically, punk’s anti-aesthetic ‘embraces what is simple, direct and immediate, and celebrates energy and volume over intricacy and sophistication’ (Calvert 2010, 517). The significance of the simplicity of the music rests in a vital context for the disabled: accessibility. Punk’s archetypal DIY (do it yourself) formula—‘THIS IS A CHORD / THIS IS ANOther / This IS A THIRD / NOW FORM A BAND’ (see Savage 1991, 280; typography original)—called out to and opened space for the new marginal musical competents and incompetents alike. If you could not play an instrument or sing in tune or time—for whatever reason—here at last was a music scene that might be for you. For all its other flaws, we should I think acknowledge the generosity of punk in this. Church metaphorises: ‘Amid punk’s inversion of social taboos, the genre’s rough, open, and unfinished musical style evokes qualities similarly associated with disabled bodies. Punk rock could thus seem especially conducive to disability-related issues’ (Church 2013, 31). 

Punk and punk-era band names have been characterised by a connotation or description of violence or aggression, sex and fetish, social turmoil and irruption, but also of the body, and in particular the disabled or disfigured body. So: the Blockheads, Deviants, Epileptics, Subhumans, Vital Disorders (UK), Disability Sickness, another Subhumans (both Canada), the Autistics (an early name of Talking Heads), Cripples, Disability, Screamers, Voidoids, Weirdos (USA), and many others. This mildly controversial and contumacious juvenilia signals an identification of misfit, clearly, on the part of band members, but also it contributes to the subcultural terrain of the scene in which both direct and indirect referencing of disability has been widely accepted. Such naming becomes self-fulfilling as a public signifier of music offered: I venture to suggest that a band called, say, the Fuckwit Mutants (I made them up, but would not mind seeing a short set) is unlikely to be playing disco, blues or country tunes. As for punk audiences, their anti-dancing style of the pogo (basically, jumping up and down, on or off the spot), while physically demanding, was a further display of a kind of incompetence, an inelegant if thoroughly energetic solo reaction of body to music. When dancing to slower pieces, or to punk’s own musical (br)other, reggae, one saw, one made, frequent ‘twitches of the head and hands or more extravagant lurches’ (Hebdige 1979, 109). (Indeed, could we say that what I have elsewhere written of as the alla zoppa stepfulness (McKay 2013, 197, n. 9) of reggae spoke powerfully to the cripness of punk? Does that offer another way of understanding the close relationship between the two?) The unhygienic and in wider society unacceptable leakiness of the gesture of ‘gobbing’ (spitting) at bands onstage enhanced and lubricated punk’s bodily excess.

In British punk, highly visible has been Helen Wallington-Lloyd (sometimes written ‘Wellington-Lloyd’), South African artist and actress, and collaborator with Malcolm McLaren, and an important figure in the early history of the Sex Pistols (Savage 2009, 27-32). A resident figure at McLaren and Vivienne Westwood’s King’s Road, London boutique, SEX, she also made regular appearances at Sex Pistols concerts, and was effectively involved in the construction and management of the band. (Though she describes her work as being that of a ‘dogsbody’—intriguing phrase for us (quoted in du Noyer 1980)—it was Wallington-Lloyd who devised the ransom note newspaper-cutting typography for the band’s publicity, for example: Savage 1991, 201.) She features in Derek Jarman’s punk-influenced films Jubilee and The Tempest, and also, as Helen of Troy, in Julien Temple’s sort of Sex Pistols film The Great Rock ‘n’ Roll Swindle, in which she appears, pride of place in punk’s instant history, contructing the title credits (Temple 1980). With her visible physical disability (caused by dwarfism), fashion, art, and being photographed and filmed were her key punk activities: she was the archetypal punk ‘staree’ (Thomson 2005), and made a short career out of it. As she put it, in a 1980 music press interview—itself small evidence of the fascination with the corporeally other in punk media—‘everyone looks at me and I think “God, if I could get sixpence for each look”’. Hers is effectively a statement that she became a punk directly and precisely because of her physical disability; as her interviewer Paul du Noyer understood it, she fitted perfectly ‘with the arrival of punk in ‘76’ since, ‘[f]or a start, she already looked like one’.

Yeah, [I became a punk] because I had to. Not because of any fashion…. And I just think, well, I’ve got nothing to lose, and most of the time I can get away with it, because people are so sort of Christian—d’you know what I mean, really, they find it hard to be honest with me. They probably think I’m a half-wit. (quoted in du Noyer 1980)
Mik Scarlet is a veteran post-punk rocker from the UK, and disability writer and television presenter. In his view, there is a general point to be made, about disability fashion, and a particular point, about the suitability of punk for the disabled stylist. Generally, for Scarlet, ‘“dressing weird” suits us disabled types’—the performative aspect of costume confirms and claims a lifestyle and life difference, while putting on a show puts (non-disabled) people at their ease. More particularly, 

Another personal fave [fashion style] that has disability running through it is Punk. With Punk icons Ian Dury and Helen Wellington-Lloyd disability has always been synonymous with this classic alternative fashion scene. I used to wear my leg brace on the outside of my bondage trousers and clip bondage straps to it, making it a feature of my outfit. (Scarlet 2011)






By looking at three major punk artists with disabilities from punk’s heyday from the mid-1970s to very early 1980s we will begin to see the closest and most meaningful association between punk and crip. I aim to show that this relation is more resonant and significant for disabled music fans across generations than simply the presentation of  ‘[e]xploitative images of disability  … such as Sex Pistols singer Johnny Rotten’s basing of his stage persona upon Quasimodo and [Shakespeare’s]  Richard III’ (Church 2006; emphasis added). We should acknowledge that otherness and authenticity have been privileged categories in some popular music forms, and it has been argued that disability has been embraced in the music industry as one more music marketing strategy: ‘[r]ather than heralding disability as part of the typical human condition,… in pop it still tends to be used as a device for constructing musicians as exotic outsiders, a saleable commodity in an industry that sees “authenticity” as currency’ (Waltz and James 2009, 367-368). It is the case that punk has been one authentic exotic outsider subcultural practice, but we should not be overly reductive or dismissive of it, despite its privileging of modes of inarticulacy. For some disabled people, punk offered expression, empowerment, visibility, humour, bad taste, and attitude, and all in a zone of socio-cultural liberation, as much as (even, more than) it exploited disability or used it as a marketing strategy.

At the same time, let us note the sobering limits of punk’s (of popular music’s) apparent new inclusivity. Punk was controversial, and to be one was even dangerous for a while. (I myself was chased and threatened by other youth subculturalists, targetted by the police, and once badly beaten up—because I was a punk.) Not every disabled youngster wanted to embrace pop’s avant-garde, nor foreground one’s alienation, or leakiness, nor add to the distaste or unease one thought one generated among TABs. For all that it sang of ‘cunts’ and ‘nutters’, ‘morons’ and ‘weirdos’, it is quite possible that other disabled young people were put off punk by its spectacularity, attitude, its embracing and flaunting of deviant identity, just its sheer impoliteness. Ian Dury expresses a certain desire for conformity as a route for some disabled people that safely bypassed things like punk rock (even while he suggests in the same song that this is denying your identity): 

I want to be normal in body and soul / And normal in thought word and deed And everyone here will whistle and cheer / And be happy to see me succeed. (Dury 1980)

Also, lest we overmythicise punk as a liberatory or utopian or transformative zone, an inclusive subculture of disability access and solidarity, it is worth considering the careers of some of those crips in punk who did not make it in music, and who identify their failing as a symptom of the popular music industry’s continuing obstruction of, and distaste towards, different bodies. For disabled singer Kata Kolbert, in the post-punk 1980s British scene, it was a struggle even to get heard by industry executives. According to Lucy O’Brien, in She-Bop, ‘[w]hile trucking her demo tape around record companies, she was met with both uncomfortable comments and blank rejection.’ O’Brien explains her understanding of the reason why Kolbert was being rejected: ‘Her wheelchair was not sexy’ (O’Brien 2002, 245). But Kolbert (now Penny Pepper, a punky can-do campaigner and writer) was made of sterner stuff, and reached back into her own punk experience for a now classic DIY solution: she formed her own record label to release her music. The press release for her single ‘Live your life’—a song title itself claiming control and empowerment—situates Kolbert’s story within the pop industry, and within disability consciousness:

* Kata Kolbert has her first single out now. This is it…. She is wheelchair bound with arthritis, and was turned down by all the major record companies because of this, DESPITE her opera trained voice. She formed Nevermore to put out her own records. (Kolbert 1987)

For Mik Scarlet, who articulated above the liberatory and attitudinal potential of punk fashion, it is significant that he has had greater career success elsewhere in the creative industries, away from his first choice in the music of post-punk electronica. Why did he think that was? His answer suggests that, like Kolbert/Pepper, he has preserved that certain punk attitude.

While the A&R people might have loved the [musical] acts I fronted, as soon as the press and publicity departments got involved the attitude changed. Time and time again I was told ‘We can’t sell the wheelchair’. I tried and tried to make myself a product that they would want to invest in, but no. Even after I became a household name with my TV presenting I still kept getting knocked back…. I got so bored of hearing no because of the chair, but I still refused to hide my disability. It is part of who I am and I proud of that. Fuck ‘em! (Scarlet, personal correspondence, 2014)





	If they’re making me well, if they’re caring for me
Why do they boot me and punch me? Why do they bash me and crunch me?
			Ian Dury, ‘Hey, hey, take me away’ (1980)

Although quite the unconventional stylist in terms of his art school rags, and markedly disabled by the childhood polio that left his arm and leg severely withered, Dury was not in fact really a punk—too old, for a start, being a child of the 1950s and 1960s rather than the 1970s. Prior to punk’s breaking years of 1976-1977 he had already been involved in music for approaching a decade, notably as singer with Kilburn and the High Roads from 1971 to 1976. The Kilburns were already channelling punk’s threat and sexual and social deviancy before punk happened—New Musical Express described them in 1975 as looking a gang of ‘demobbed cripples’ in dirty macs, with hair ‘badly cut and partially grown out like ex-cons. They had a bass player … who was nearly seven feet tall, a black drummer who had to be lowered manually onto his drum stool[,] and a lead singer with a stiff leg, a face like Gene Vincent, and a withered hand encased in a black glove’ (quoted in Drury 2003, 15). There was at least other crip in that band—one most unusual, two really quite extraordinary—: disabled jazz drummer David Rohoman, who had previously been in a rock group tastefully called Kripple Vision. But Dury’s period of major pop success was to be after the Kilburns, with a new backing band called the Blockheads, combining punk style and attitude with English music-hall, transatlantic jazz-funk-reggae (‘punk jazz’ as co-writer Chas Jankel put it: quoted in Drury 2003, 94) with Cockney London banterous lyrics sung in a mal canto style (McKay 2013, 71-76). Perhaps Dury’s pre-punk performative strategy influenced the punk aesthetic of imperfection, rather than his commercial success being explained by the sonic, visual and corporeal shift that punk may, or could claim to, have caused (McKay 2013; see also Double 2007 for a reading of punk as sited in the music hall tradition). 

Over the years of an occasionally chart-topping career Dury wrote the lyrics to around twenty songs about or referencing disability in some way (see McKay 2013, 198, n. 10), including hit singles such as ‘What a waste’ (1978) and ‘Hit me with your rhythm stick’ (1979).  When, against his record company’s advice, at the peak of his popularity in 1979, he wore a tee-shirt for the video of his sole UK no. 1 single ‘Hit me with your rhythm stick’, it was to display the bare attenuated muscularity of his left arm. As the video’s director put it, ‘he was going to come out about his disability’, his physical difference subsequently visible on television screens in homes up and down the country (quoted in Balls 2000, 203). The following year, 1980, he recorded ‘Hey, hey, take me away’, a quite astonishing pop song about life in a residential school for disabled children, with powerfully direct, and uncomfortably witty, lyrics of complaint and anger, delivering a narrative of sexual abuse, institutional violence and self-loathing. In Tom Shakespeare’s view, ‘Dury differs from much of the modern disability movement because of his uncompromising willingness to name impairment for what it is … turn[ing] his unblinking eye on the difficulties and drawbacks of being a cripple’ (Shakespeare 2013). This stark gaze is at its clearest with ‘Hey, hey, take me away’, which drew on his own memories of childhood institutionalisation. Then, the year after that, to mark the United Nations Year of Disabled Persons of 1981, Dury released his most direct protest song ‘Spasticus Autisticus’, the genesis of which is described in the press release accompanying the single.  

I worked out the name of a band called Spastic and the Autistics,… who were either recruited from mental hospitals or recruited from really savagely disabled places, and we’d get it going. (Dury 1981b)

This turned into a song rather than a band, a chanting reclamation of the then daily term of abjection and insult, ‘spastic’, with a resonant coda that echoed the mass identification of ‘I’m Spartacus!’ at the end of Stanley Kubrick’s 1960 film epic, Spartacus: ‘I’m Spasticus!’ (Dury 1981a). Perhaps unsurprisingly, the single was criticized by some of Britain’s then leading disability organisations, and (partially) banned by the BBC. As his pop fame grew alongside his profile as a disabled artist, Dury’s concerts seemed to be transforming into disability conventions, solidarity events, as the ‘flaw in the jungle’ or ‘raspberry ripple’ (cripple; both phrases from Dury lyrics) became an increasingly common figure among the (other) punks and fans. One Blockhead band member recalls: ‘He was writing about those who’d never had [pop] songs written about them before…. A lot of people who had experienced those things that Ian sang about started coming to our gigs and came backstage for autographs. You’d hear people saying, “He’s writing about me”’ (quoted in Drury 2003, 95).

Johnny Rotten and the Sex Pistols

	She don’t want a baby that looks like that
I don’t want a baby that looks like me
Body—I’m not an animal
Body—I’m an abortion.
			Sex Pistols, ‘Bodies’ (1978)

Let us deal first with the inclusion of Rotten in this debate. For instance, while acknowledging some kid of cripness, for Calvert, Rotten’s performative strategy in the Sex Pistols was one of ‘laying a parodic impersonation of disability over his own non-disabled body’ (2010, 524). But Jon Savage offers a more causal link: ‘[l]ike others who later became shamanistic performers, Lydon had a severe illness in his childhood’ (Savage 1991, 115), and it is in his early years that we must look for an understanding of Rotten’s punkorporeality. Rotten, the creative chaotic at the original heart of British punk, as well as a public hate figure in the patriotic fervour of a royal jubilee in 1977, we can see now as effectively multiply disabled. The staring gaze and semi-hunchbacked body posture were caused by childhood meningitis. As he has explained in Rotten, his autobiography: ‘I was in a hospital for a year from age seven to eight.… They would draw fluid out of my spine,… it’s curved my spine. I’ve developed a bit of a hunchback. There’re all these idiosyncrasies about me in the Pistols that come from fucking up in a hospital. The stare is because I developed bad eyesight, also as a result of the meningitis’ (Lydon 1994, 17-18). Meningitis, childhood hospitalization, coma and rehabilitation, as well as the associated interruption to education and social development, were collectively in his own view ‘the first step that put me on the road to Rotten’ (Lydon 1994, 17). (The Rotten name itself was another bodily reference, to the poor state of his teeth at the time.) He subsequently also developed epilepsy (1994, 105, 323), which had an impact on his live set-up, particularly around reducing the triggering causes. As he explained in 1994:

I’m epileptic as well, but I’m not on any medication…. I’m no lighting director’s dream when I tour—there’s this huge list of things that can’t be done…. Sometimes certain kinds of lighting can make me forget where I am and triggers [sic] a memory seizure. I always keep my lyrics book on stage on the floor if the lighting does weird things in the middle of the song. I have a poor sense of balance, so if I do spins, I can fuck myself up. (1994, 323) 

Long before then, as the teenaged John Lydon, pre-Johnny Rotten, in nervous crisis mode at his audition in SEX boutique for what would become the Sex Pistols in London in 1975, he drew instinctively on his own experience, ‘jump[ing] up and down in a spastic fashion, gabbling improvised lyrics … launch[ing] into a sequence of hunchbacked poses’ (Savage 1991, 120-121; emphasis added). This foundational performance of crip movement and sound—the essence of all that came later—in front of a jukebox using a shower attachment as a pretend mic, got him the gig as the Sex Pistols singer. And quickly the Rotten autopathography would be being explained to punk audiences, for example, by journalist Charles Shaar Murray in New Musical Express in 1977: ‘A few more things about Johnny Rotten. When he was eight he had meningitis, and it left him with weak eyes, permanent sinus, stunted growth and a hunched back’ (Murray 1977); or in the sensationalising film trailer for The Great Rock ‘n’ Roll Swindle: ‘Johnny Rotten: was he really a hunchback antichrist with green teeth…?’ (Temple 1980).

It is interesting too that Ian Dury recognized something cripping in Rotten. When the Pistols supported Dury in 1976, he thought he saw in aspects of Rotten’s style and body posture his own act, by a younger singer for the new audience. While Dury complained anxiously to the Pistols’s manager McLaren, ‘What’s all that about, Malcolm? He’s copying me, isn’t he?’ (quoted in Balls 2000, 143), we can also, by screwing our eyes up and thinking very positively, see in this moment some kind of crip pop inspiration. (We may see a little more of this again more recently below, with Heavy Load and the Sex Pistols.) The extraordinary contumacious body of young punk Rotten was drawing on the same of old punk Dury. Perhaps we can say that they were inventing together the new body language of punk performance, with an energy sourced from a mutual rivalry and an authenticity sourced from each being some kind of crip. 
 

Ian Curtis and Joy Division

	For entertainment they watch his body twist
Behind his eyes he says ‘I still exist’.
This is the way, step inside.
			Joy Division, ‘Atrocity exhibition’ (1980a)

And they were to be joined by another, also the result of viewing a Sex Pistols performance. The origins of Joy Division are in a series of Pistols concerts in Manchester in 1976 (Middles and Reade 2006, 35-38), a further indication of the new subculture’s communication and inspiration strategies, specifically, we might think, around disability and difference here. ‘Seeing the Sex Pistols was confirmation that there was something out there for [Ian Curtis] other than a career in the Civil Service’,  even if, notably, at one stage that parallel non-musical career including supporting people with disabilities (Curtis 1995, 36-37, 51). Working with photographers and designers, recording engineers, and an avant garde independent record company, the band developed an encompassing aesthetic of dark mystery, gloomy, gothic, with electronic elements, increasingly interior and depressive lyrics, and a reputation for intense live performances by Curtis. Some of the songs were about disability. Curtis’s suicide in May 1980, just before the band were due to undertake an American tour, seemed to confirm for fans the Romantic positionality of emotional suffering in his lyrics, in which the title of the posthumously-released second album, Closer, is read as a noun not an adjective (Middles and Reade 2009, 216). Suicide is troubling per se for all involved, but the suicide of a disabled artist, struggling with his condition(s—epilepsy, and probable depression, as both memoir (Curtis 1995) and biography (Middles and Reade 2006) raise), which he explores in his art, adds a problematic air of ‘tragic extremism’ (Barnes 2003, 7) that overprivileges suffering as the core of disability experience.

Curtis was diagnosed with epilepsy while his career with Joy Division was taking off. For example, one week in 1979 he appears as the new star on the front cover of the leading music weekly for punk and post-punk music New Musical Express, the next he is seeing a neurologist for epilepsy tests and the prescription of anti-convulsant drugs. The sudden, extreme and public experience of epileptic seizure sung of by Curtis in Joy Division’s ‘She’s lost control’ was often understood by audiences as being displayed by him in his remarkable dancing style during instrumental sections of live performances, not least of that song. 

Confusion in her eyes that said it all. She’s lost control.
And she’s clinging to the nearest passer by. She’s lost control. (Joy Division 1980b)

For his watching wife, Deborah, his characteristic dancing would become ‘a distressing parody of his offstage seizures … an accurate impression of the involuntary movements he would make’ (Curtis 1995, 74).  His physical performances in concert began to be the focus of music press attention; indeed, in Deborah Curtis’s view, the band’s reviews were becoming ‘disturbing … they were like psychiatric reports’ (Curtis 1995, 73). Reviews of concerts from 1978 and 1979 by journalist Mick Middles, later co-author of a Curtis biography, describe how he ‘stands with his right hand waving about in epileptic fashion … screaming infectious vocals’ (Middle 1978), of how he ‘often loses control. He’ll suddenly jerk sideways and, head in hands, he’ll transform into a twitching, epileptic-type mass of flesh and bone’ (quoted in Curtis 1995, 83).

Contrary to the view that Curtis ‘quietly addressed the experience of epilepsy’ in the lyrics of a song like ‘She’s lost control’ (Waltz and James 2009, 372; emphasis added), or that the later addition of a final verse for the extended studio version written in the first person was ‘perhaps … a way to personalise’ the narrative (Church 2006; emphasis added), my own view is that the song in fact is both a direct and dramatic representation of the experience of epilepsy (perhaps of the young epileptics he used to work with) and undoubtedly such a personalization. After all, Curtis would periodically fit onstage when singing it: and ‘here we come’, he sings, the new last words in that late last verse (Joy Division 1980b). This is, I think, one of the Joy Division songs recorded with two vocal lines, one in each stereo channel. Curtis duets with himself, sings to and follows himself, doubling up, almost in unison. In fact, vocal lines and music from the studio recording are disciplined and precisely not out of control (unlike some recordings by Ian Dury or the Sex Pistols: listen to ‘Hey, hey, take me away’ (Dury 1980), where Dury runs out of time and has to speed up the lyrics, or the endlessly puzzling ‘unspeakable confusion’ (Greil Marcus 1989: 436) of the Pistols’s ‘Holidays in the sun’ where Rotten says repeatedly ‘I don’t understand—this bit—at all’ (Sex Pistols 1977c). Here punk’s anti-aesthetic revels in its sonic chaos, which may be something of a crip signifier too). The losing control for Curtis is located in the body’s dancing performance of it.


Conclusion: Never Trust A Punk (Why not?)

As the years went by with the Pistols, all two of them….
Johnny Rotten  (Lydon 1994, 92) 

Does punk rock in disability matter? Does punk matter (any more, decades later)? Curiously, I think, it has begun to speak more to me in my fifties than at any other time since my contumacious teens in the late 1970s. My view is that this is a good deal to do with (my) disability—as I aged, I looked for a culture that would help me understand, embrace, maybe even emblazon my own body thing, as my condition—progressive muscular dystrophy—deteriorated, and I found one in, of all places, the memory of that mad music and mismovement of my own youth. Punk has indeed spoken to people with disabilities, and been able to do so across several generations of fans and musicians now, in its various ‘afterlives’ (Social Text 2013). Both punk’s ‘aesthetic of anger’ (as influential anarcho-punk band Crass put it: see McKay 1996, ch. 3) and its accessibility have been useful in the disability movement’s cultural repertoire of contention, and timely for the new kinds of radicals coming along who wanted a street confrontation in which PISS ON PITY was a key communication. Colin Cameron outlines the significance of both the aesthetics and the locations of specific popular music genres within the disability arts movement of the 1980s and 1990s.

Blues is music born of oppression and which give voice to the oppressed. Folk emerges from a rootedness and groundedness that is certain of its own values. Punk is the noise of the alienated, the disregarded and the disrespected. Each of these forms is used to articulate anger at the established order. Furthermore, each has traditionally been associated with a rough and readiness. Polish is not the main thing…. The power of the music discussed here is also entwined with the community and grassroots locations in which it has been performed. Access is at the heart of disability arts, and in practical terms this has meant that gigs have usually taken place in small venues—arts centres,… day centres,… residential homes: most importantly, in any place where disabled people have been able to get to. (Cameron 2009, 382)
 
What else might be or have been attractive in punk for later generations of crip? William Peace, who maintains a blog with the title Bad Cripple, has written about the influence on him of punk, even though he was in fact not even a member of the subculture. But, vitally, punk’s initial explosion was contiguous with him becoming disabled. 

I do not like Punk music. However, I do understand why Punk musically and culturally is important…. The sort of anarchistic nihilism the punks fostered suited my mood circa 1978. I was newly disabled, hopelessly confused as to the meaning of disability and desperate to have sex (I was 18 years old after all)…. What I directly related to was the punk motto [from the Sex Pistols: 1977a] ‘no future’. This is exactly what I was thinking and worrying about: did I have a future as a crippled man? (Peace 2009)

One of the (younger) commentators to Peace’s blog explained the contemporary significance of punk for him: ‘I’m 33 and have a disability myself. I still identify with Punk music and this article definitely made me realize why the lyrics of, not only The Sex Pistols, but many other Punk bands like Lagwagon and NOFX still ring true for me. For me, it feels like I can’t fit into society the way I’m supposed to fit in and the music lets me identify’ (quoted in Peace 2009; emphasis added). Once more, punk is understood and consumed by a disabled fan as a musical expression of alienation and dysfunction.

In media and performance, too, punk continues to resonate relevantly, a recent spate of films and productions about punk and disability providing further evidence of the subculture’s capacity still to engage. So, ‘[d]espite punk’s steady mainstreaming over those same decades [since the 1970s]—achieved precisely through popular media like film—a rebellious sense of social deviance has remained a central subcultural ideology, rooted in punk’s loud and disorderly musicality’ (Church 2013, 28). Films include the relatively high profile posthumous biopics of the original punk generation stars, Ian Curtis (Control, Corbijn 2007) and Ian Dury (Sex & Drugs & Rock & Roll, Whitecross 2010), each of which places the singer’s disability as a central component of his work and life. (It is worth reading Waltz and James 2009 and Church 2013 for discussion of the representation of disability in the film Control and of the foregrounding of disability in the film’s publicity. From the press kit: ‘With epilepsy adding to his guilt and depression, desperation takes hold. Surrendering to the weight on his shoulders, Ian [Curtis]’s tortured soul consumes him’: quoted in Waltz and James 2009, 375.) Britain’s leading disabled performance group, Graeae Theatre Company, produced in 2010 and a revived national tour in 2012 a stage musical based on the songs of Ian Dury, entitled Reasons to be Cheerful (Sirett 2010). A loose plot revolves around a group of punk friends trying to get tickets to see one of Dury’s 1979 London gigs, but the outstanding moments were versions of many of Dury’s best songs performed by a large ensemble cast of disabled and deaf musicians, singers and dancers, with a signer and captioned titles. These films and performances were not (just) opportunities for older audiences to nostalgise, but also presentations of now historic disability music and attitude in social struggle, as well as popular—as opposed to, say, academic—efforts at revisiting punk as crip culture. 

Alongside have been film documentaries of more minor, contemporary punk bands. Heavy Load were an integrated learning disabled and non-disabled punk band from Brighton, formed originally in 1996, who featured in the 2008 film, Heavy Load, which documented the band’s efforts to break out of disability centre shows into the larger mainstream concert network (Rothwell 2008). Why punk, for Heavy Load? In part because the Sex Pistols had originally sung of how people ‘made you a moron’ (1977a), of how you were ‘pretty vacant’ (1977b), and such lyrics meant something to that band of learning disabled people and workers (see also Calvert above on the appeal of ‘punk theatricality’ for Heavy Load). Intriguingly a second documentary film about a newer generation of disabled punk band follows a similar trajectory of the trials, tribulations and triumphs of trying to make it in a band, touring, arguing, playing live. The subject of The Punk Syndrome (2012) is the Finnish punk band Pertti Kurikan Nimipäivät, all of whose members have some kind of intellectual impairment, too. Singer Kari Aalto explains: ‘This film tells about the band … so it’s about one retard who sings punk and three retards who play punk’ (The Punk Syndrome website). In the context of such punk disability bands as Heavy Load and Pertti Kurikan Nimipäivät, it is possible to make the point that ‘what takes place on stage presents a potential model for social development offstage’, and that this model is mediated more widely via film than simply live performance (Calvert 2010, 518; see also McKay 2013, 191, and Elflein 2009 for other material on the band as support network and facilitation device for disabled musicians). I do not think that, in this brief survey of cultural moments in punk that took place up to 35 years after its heyday, I am simply reintroducing a sort of ‘heroic’ version of subculture theory (see Muggleton and Weinzierl 2003), in which the critical oppositionality or ‘resistance’ (Hall and Jefferson 1995, McKay 1996) of a subculture is just remoulded into the shape of a supercrip with a Mohican / Mohawk haircut, a ripped tee-shirt, or a set of wheels.

Is it possible that punk speaks more of and to disability the older it gets? The further away, the more important? We should end, I increasingly feel, on a rising note. A tremendously powerful musical moment took place in 2012, at the internationally televised opening ceremony for the Paralympic Games in London. The three-hour multi-media mass stadium event, entitled Enlightenment, was co-directed by Graeae’s Jenny Sealey, and finished (let us say culminated) with a section called ‘Empowerment’. This was a celebration of Britcrip that included a live band, the Graeae punk band, reprising a song from their jukebox musical of Dury’s work, Reasons To Be Cheerful. To the accompaniment of ‘protestors’ bearing placards with slogans like ‘RIGHTS’ and ‘LOOK BEYOND APPEARANCES’, and hundreds of disabled and deaf volunteer dancers, many in wheelchairs, the ‘anti-aesthetic’ of punk suddenly burst out, visually, sonically. Keren Zaointz notes drily the irruptive potential of incongruity: 

While the performance of national (and even cosmic) origin stories is generic to opening and closing ceremonies in the Games, protest is not. Taking action in the square or the street against authority generally runs counter to state celebration….  (Zaointz 2013, 515)
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